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LIMITING ABSORPTION PRINCIPLE FOR DISCRETE SCHRÖDINGER
OPERATORS WITH A WIGNER-VON NEUMANN POTENTIAL AND A
SLOWLY DECAYING POTENTIAL
SYLVAIN GOLÉNIA AND MARC-ADRIEN MANDICH
Abstract. We consider discrete Schrödinger operators on Zd for which the perturbation con-
sists of the sum of a long range type potential and a Wigner-von Neumann type potential.
Still working in a framework of weighted Mourre theory, we improve the limiting absorption
principle (LAP) that was obtained in [Ma1]. To our knowledge, this is a new result even in the
one-dimensional case. The improvement consists in a weakening of the assumptions on the long
range potential and better LAP weights. The improvement relies only on the fact that the gen-
erator of dilations (which serves as conjugate operator) is bounded from above by the position
operator. To exploit this, Loewner’s theorem on operator monotone functions is invoked.
1. Introduction
The limiting absorption principle (LAP) is an important resolvent estimate in the spectral and
scattering theory of quantum mechanical Hamiltonians, in particular it implies the existence of
purely absolutely continuous spectrum. For Schrödinger operators on Rd, the LAP was derived for
a large class of short and long range potentials, see e.g. [A], [PSS], [ABG], as well as for decaying
oscillatory potentials such as the Wigner-von Neumann potential, see e.g. [DMR], [RT1], [RT2].
Schrödinger operators with Wigner-von Neumann potentials [NW] are of interest because when
appropriately calibrated they may produce eigenvalues embedded in the absolutely continuous
spectrum of the Hamiltonian, and are linked with the phenomenon of resonance. The Wigner-von
Neumann type potentials are still very much an active area of research. For the multi-dimensional
case, see e.g. [GJ2], [J], [JM], [Mar1], [Mar2], [Mar3] and [Ma1]; for the one-dimensional case,
see e.g. [Li2], [L1], [L2], [L3], [Sim], [JS], [KN], [NS] and [KS].
Regarding the LAP, historically a lot of effort was put into lessening the decay assumptions
on the short/long range perturbations. In this regard a breakthrough was made in 1981 by E.
Mourre, see [Mo1] and [Mo2]. Very roughly speaking, assuming the short range perturbation
satisfies Vsrpxq “ Op|x|´2q and the long range perturbation satisfies x¨∇Vlrpxq “ Op|x|´1q, as well
as several other technicalities, Mourre’s theory implied the following LAP for the Schrödinger
operator H “ ´∆` Vsr ` Vlr on Rd over some open real interval I:
(1.1) sup
RepzqPI, Impzqą0
}xAy´spH ´ zq´1xAy´s} ă 8, s ą 1{2.
Here xxy :“
a
1` |x|2 and A is some self-adjoint operator. The theory was improved and by
the end of the 20th century the book [ABG] presented a more sophisticated but optimal abstract
framework to treat the short/long range potentials. This framework now goes by the name of
classical Mourre theory. The Wigner-von Neumann potential is not in the scope of this framework
because its decay is at best Op|x|´1q, see e.g. [GJ2, Proposition 5.4] for the continuous case and
[Ma1, Proposition 4.2] for the discrete case.
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The beginning of the 21st century sees the emergence of the new approaches to Mourre’s
commutator method with [G] and [GJ1], and the so-called weighted Mourre theory, see [GJ2].
While the classical theory revolves around the Mourre estimate
(1.2) EIpHqrH, iAs˝EIpHq ě γEIpHq `K,
where EIpHq is the spectral projection of H onto the interval I, K is a compact operator, and
γ ą 0, the weighted theory is centered around an estimate of the type
(1.3) EIpHqrH, iϕpAqs˝EIpHq ě γEIpHqxAy´2sEIpHq `K, s ą 1{2,
where ϕ is the real-valued function
(1.4) ϕptq :“
ż t
´8
dx
xxy2s , t P R.
Note that ϕ is bounded for s ą 1{2 and ϕ1pAq “ xAy´2s, i.e. the derivative of ϕ yields the
appropriate weights for the LAP as in (1.1).
In [GJ2] ideas of weighted Mourre theory are used to derive the LAP for the continuous
Schrödinger operator H “ ´∆ ` Vsr ` Vlr `W on Rd, where W pxq “ w sinpk|x|q{|x|, w, k P R,
is the Wigner-von Neumann potential, and the short/long range potentials respectively satisfy
Vsrpxq “ Op|x|´1´εq and x ¨ ∇Vlrpxq “ Op|x|´εq for some ε ą 0. The cost of including the W
was that the decay assumptions for Vsr and Vlr are suboptimal as per [ABG, Chapter 7]. The
article [Ma1] was an application of the ideas of [GJ2] to corresponding (albeit non-radial) discrete
Schrödinger operators on Zd, see Theorem 1.4 below for a statement.
Let log0pxq :“ 1, log1pxq :“ logp1 ` xq, and for integer k ě 2, logkpxq :“ log
`
1` logk´1pxq
˘
.
Thus k is the number of times the function logp1 ` xq is composed with itself. Also denote
log
p
kpxq :“ plogkpxqqp, p P R. This article is a sequel to [Ma1]. The aim is to explore the case
where the function ϕ in (1.3) is not given by (1.4) but rather by
(1.5) ϕptq :“
ż t
´8
dx
xxy log2pm`1pxxyq
śm
k“0 logkpxxyq
, t P R,
for some m P N and p ą 1{2. Note that ϕ as in (1.5) is an increasing function that is asymptot-
ically equal to a constant minus a Oplog1´2pm`1 ptqq term for tÑ `8, hence a bounded function.
More notation is needed to present our results. The position space is the lattice Zd for integer
d ě 1. For n “ pn1, ..., ndq P Zd, set |n|2 :“ n21` ...`n2d. Consider the Hilbert space H :“ ℓ2pZdq.
Let Si be the shift operator to the right on the i
th coordinate :
pSiψqpnq :“ ψpn1, ..., ni ´ 1, ..., ndq, @ n P Zd, ψ “ pψpnqqnPZd P H, and 1 ď i ď d.
The shifts to the left on the ith coordinate are S˚i “ S´1i . The discrete Schrödinger operator
(1.6) H :“ ∆` V `W
acts on H, where ∆ is the discrete Laplacian operator defined by
(1.7) ∆ :“
dÿ
i“1
2´ Si ´ S˚i “
dÿ
i“1
∆i,
W is a Wigner-von Neumann potential, parametrized by w P R, k P p0, 2πqztπu and defined by
(1.8) pWψqpnq :“ w sinpkpn1 ` ...` ndqq|n| ψpnq, for all n P Z
d and ψ P H,
and V is a multiplication operator by a bounded real-valued sequence pV pnqqnPZd such that
pV ψqpnq :“ V pnqψpnq. Denote τiV , τ˚i V the operators of multiplication acting by
pτiV qψpnq :“ V pn1, ..., ni ´ 1, ...ndqψpnq, pτ˚i V qψpnq :“ V pn1, ..., ni ` 1, ...ndqψpnq.
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Hypothesis (H) : Assume there are m P N and 0 ď r ď q such that :
V pnq “ O
˜
log
´q
m`1p|n|q
mź
k“0
log´rk p|n|q
¸
, and(1.9)
nipV ´ τiV qpnq “ O
˜
log
´q
m`1p|n|q
mź
k“0
log´rk p|n|q
¸
, @ 1 ď i ď d.(1.10)
Remark 1.1. If hypothesis (H) holds for some m P N and 0 ď r ă q, then it holds for any
integer M ě m and 0 ď r1 ă q1, with r1 ď r and q1 ď q.
Under hypothesis (H), V pnq “ op1q. Thus V `W is a compact perturbation of ∆ and so
σesspHq “ σp∆q. A standard Fourier transformation calculation shows that the spectrum of
∆ is purely absolutely continuous and σp∆q “ r0, 4ds. The formulation of the LAP requires a
conjugate self-adjoint operator. Let Ni be the position operator on the i
th coordinate defined by
pNiψqpnq :“ niψpnq, DomrNis :“
 
ψ P ℓ2pZdq :
ÿ
nPZd
|niψpnq|2 ă 8
(
.
The conjugate operator to H is the generator of dilations denoted A and it is the closure of
(1.11) A0 :“ i
dÿ
i“1
2´1pS˚i ` Siq ´ pS˚i ´ SiqNi “
i
2
dÿ
i“1
pSi ´ S˚i qNi `NipSi ´ S˚i q
with domain the compactly supported sequences. A is self-adjoint, see e.g. [GGo]. Let
µpHq :“ p0, 4qztE˘pkqu for d “ 1,(1.12)
µpHq :“ p0, Epkqq Y p4d´ Epkq, 4dq for d ě 2.(1.13)
Here E˘pkq :“ 2 ˘ 2 cos pk{2q and Epkq is defined in Proposition 3.2. The sets µpHq are real
numbers where the classical Mourre estimate (1.2) holds for H – assuming the presence of the
oscillatory perturbation, i.e. W ‰ 0.
Proposition 1.1. Let d ě 1. If V satisfies hypothesis (H) for some m P N and 0 ď r ă q, and
E P µpHq, then there is an open interval I of E that contains finitely many eigenvalues of H
and these are of finite multiplicity. Also more precisely, if d “ 1 and E P pE´pkq, E`pkqq, then
the point spectrum of H is empty in I provided I Ă pE´pkq, E`pkqq.
Denote PK :“ 1 ´ P , where P is the projection onto the pure point spectral subspace of H.
The main result of this article is :
Theorem 1.2. Let d ě 1. Let V satisfy hypothesis (H) for some m P N and 2 “ r ă q. Let
E P µpHq. Then there is an open interval I of E such that for any compact interval J Ă I, any
integer M ě m, and any p ą 1{2,
(1.14) sup
RepzqPJ, Impzqą0
›››W´pM`1 pAq pH ´ zq´1PKW´pM`1 pAq ››› ă 8, where
(1.15) W´pM`1pxq :“ xxy´
1
2w
´p,´ 1
2
M pxq, wα,βM pxq :“ logαM`1 pxxyq
Mź
k“0
log
β
k pxxyq , α, β P R.
The following local decay estimate also holds for all ψ P H, M ě m and p ą 1{2 :
(1.16)
ż
R
›››W´pM`1 pAq e´itHPKEJpHqψ›››2dt ă 8.
By Lemma 4.9 the above estimates also hold for xNy “ p1`|N1|2` ...`|Nd|2q1{2 instead of xAy.
Finally, the spectrum of H is purely absolutely continuous on J whenever P “ 0 on J .
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Remark 1.2. We can take q “ r by applying Theorem 1.2 with m` 1.
Remark 1.3. If W “ 0, then Theorem 1.2 holds for E P r0, 4dszt0, 4, ..., 4d ´ 4, 4du.
Example 1.3. Suppose V pnq “ O `|n|´1 log´q |n|˘ for some q ą 2. Then hypothesis (H) holds
with m “ 0 and r “ 2. The LAP in Theorem 1.2 holds with the weights W´pM`1 pAq for any
M ě 0 and p ą 1{2, so in particular for W´p1 pAq “ xAy´
1
2 log´pp1` xAyq, p ą 1{2.
For comparison, the statement of the principal result of [Ma1] is added below, taking into
account the technical improvement [Ma2, Theorem 1.8] :
Theorem 1.4. [Ma1] Let d ě 1. Let V satisfy V pnq “ Op|n|´εq and nipV ´ τiV qpnq “ Op|n|´εq
for some ε ą 0 and @1 ď i ď d. Let E P µpHq. Then there exists an open interval I containing
E such that for any compact interval J Ă I and any s ą 1{2,
(1.17) sup
RepzqPJ, Impzqą0
}xAy´spH ´ zq´1PKxAy´s} ă 8.
Thus, Theorem 1.2 improves Theorem 1.4 by weakening the decay assumptions on V , as well
as improving the LAP weights. The article [Ma1] considers a second Wigner-von Neumann
potential, namely W 1pnq “ śdi“1 sinpkiniq{ni. Although W 1 could have been included in this
article and similar results would have been derived, we have not done so to keep the size of
the article reasonable. Another obvious comment is that we do not know how to effectively use
commutator methods to study spectral properties of the discrete Hamiltonian H (with W ‰
0) on r0, 4dszµpHq, see the comments that follow [Ma1, Proposition 4.5]. For the continuous
Schrödinger operators on Rd, with W ‰ 0, a similar limitation existed, see [GJ2] and [JM], in
that the LAP was established only on p0, k2{4q for d ě 2. But interestingly, an argument was
recently found to justify a LAP on p0,`8qztk2{4u when the Wigner-von Neumann potential is
radial, i.e. W pxq “ q sinpk|x|q{|x|, see [J] and [Mb, Section 3.5].
Fix d “ 1 to discuss Theorem 1.2 in relation to other one-dimensional results in the literature.
In [Sim], the perturbation consists of a Wigner-von Neumann potential plus a V P ℓ1pZq, and
it is proved that the spectrum of H is purely absolutely continuous on p0, 4qztE˘pkqu. Note
that our assumption (1.10), with 2 “ r ă q, implies pV ´ τV q P ℓ1pZq but not necessarily
V P ℓ1pZq, (although the weaker assumption 1 “ r ă q is sufficient to have pV ´ τV q P ℓ1pZq).
Another recent result is [Li1], where it is shown that if the perturbation is Op|n|´1q, then H
does not have singular continuous spectrum. Although this criteria applies to the Wigner-von
Neumann potential, it does not apply to all potentials V in the scope of this article, since for
example hypothesis (H) allows for V pnq “ log´qp1 ` xnyq, q ą 2. Now suppose the absence
of oscillations, i.e. W “ 0. Because pV ´ τV q P ℓ1pZq, V is of bounded variation, and so the
spectrum of H is purely absolutely continuous on p0, 4q, by a result due to B. Simon in [Si].
Consider now d ě 1 to discuss Theorem 1.2 in relation to the framework of Mourre theory as
exposed in [ABG]. First, it is important to cite [BSa], where the details of this framework are
worked out for the multi-dimensional discrete Schrödinger operators on Zd. From this perspec-
tive, this article is an attempt to bridge the gap between [Ma1] and [BSa].
Recall the regularity classes C1,1pAq Ă C1upAq Ă C1pAq that structure the classical Mourre
theory, see Section 2.1. In [ABG, Chapter 7], it is shown that C1,1pAq is an optimal class in that
if the Hamiltonian H P C1,1pAq then a LAP holds for H, whereas there is an example where
H P C1upAq but H R C1,1pAq and no LAP holds. In [Ma1, Proposition 4.2] it is proved that
the Wigner von-Neumann potential W , and thereby H, are not even of class C1upAq. Thus our
Hamiltonian does not fall under the framework of classical Mourre theory.
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Let us discuss the assumptions on the short/long range perturbations Vsr, Vlr. The criteria in
the classical theory (see [BSa, Theorem 2.1], also [ABG, Theorem 7.6.8]) are :
(1.18)
ż 8
1
sup
κă|n|ă2κ
|Vsrpnq|dκ ă 8, @ 1 ď i ď d,
and
(1.19) Vlrpnq “ op1q and
ż 8
1
sup
κă|n|ă2κ
|pVlr ´ τiVlrqpnq|dκ ă 8, @ 1 ď i ď d.
Table 1 contrasts these criteria with our hypothesis in Theorem 1.2.
If V satsifies ... then crit. (1.18) holds crit. (1.19) holds hyp. of Thm 1.2 holds
V pnq “ Opgpnqq @m P N, 1 “ r ă q @m P N, 1 “ r ă q @m P N, 2 “ r ă q
pV ´ τiV qpnq “ Opgpnqq, @i no @m P N, 1 “ r ă q @m P N, 2 “ r ă q
V pnq “ řdi“1 logp2`|ni|qlogqp1`xnyq no no @q ą 2
Table 1. Examples. gpnq :“ O
´
|n|´1 log´qm`1 |n|
śm
k“0 log
´r
k |n|
¯
The last line in Table 1 shows that it is possible to concoct a non-radial potential V that
verifies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2 but neither (1.18) nor (1.19). It is an open problem for
us to verify if this potential is of class C1,1pAq. If the potential V is radial the first two lines of
Table 1 suggest that our assumptions on V may be slightly suboptimal, at least in the absence
of oscillations, i.e. W “ 0, because Theorem 1.2 requires r “ 2, rather than r “ 1. To the
best of our understanding, our requirement of "an entire extra logarithm" (r “ 1 vs. r “ 2)
is due to a technical limitation in the construction of the almost analytical extension of the
function ϕ, see (1.5), which is employed to apply the Helffer-Sjöstrand formula and associated
functional calculus. Indeed, although ϕ1ptq “ xty´1 log´2pm`1pxtyq
śm
k“0 log
´1
k pxtyq, the extension
only verifies
ˇˇˇ
Bϕ˜
Bz
ˇˇˇ
ď cxRepzqy´1´ℓ|Impzq|ℓ, ℓ P N. Clearly all logarithmic decay is lost in the
process of extending to the complex plane.
Let us briefly discuss the LAP weights. Let T be a self-adjoint operator, EΣpT q its spectral
projection onto a set Σ. Let s, p, p1 P R, M P N. Let Σj “ tx P R : 2j´1 ď |x| ď 2ju, j ě 1 and
Σ0 :“ tx P R : |x| ď 1u. Define the following Banach spaces with the obvious norms :
L2s,p,p1,M pT q :“
!
ψ P H : }xT ys logpM`1 pxT yq
Mź
k“0
log
p1
k pxT yqψ} ă 8
)
, and
BpT q :“
!
ψ P H :
8ÿ
j“0
?
2j}EΣj pT qψ} ă 8
)
.
The dual pL2s,p,p1,MpT qq˚ of L2s,p,p1,M pT q with respect to the inner product onH is pL2s,p,p1,M pT qq˚ “
L2´s,´p,´p1,M pT q and the dual B˚pT q of BpT q is the Banach space obtained by completing H in
the norm
}ψ}B˚pT q “ sup
jPN
?
2´j}EΣj pT qψ}.
We refer to [JP] and the references therein for these definitions. Write L2spT q :“ L2s,0,0,0pT q. For
any s, p ą 1{2 and M P N, the following inclusions hold :
L2spT q Ĺ L21{2,p,1{2,MpT q Ĺ BpT q Ĺ L21{2pT q,
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and
L2´1{2pT q Ĺ B˚pT q Ĺ L2´1{2,´p,´1{2,MpT q Ĺ L2´spT q.
Also clear is that L2
1{2,p,1{2,MpT q Ă L21{2,p1,1{2,M 1pT q for p1 ď p and M 1 ěM .
Let EpHq be the set of eigenvalues and thresholds of H. Classical Mourre theory says that
under appropriate conditions for V , and W “ 0, then the LAP
(1.20) sup
ηą0
}pH ´ λ´ iηq´1ψ}K˚ ď cpλq}ψ}K
holds for some appropriate pair of Banach spaces pK,K˚q, cpλq ą 0 and λ P RzEpHq. Also, cpλq
can be chosen uniform in λ over fixed compact subsets of RzEpHq. On the one hand, the spaces
pK,K˚q “ pBpAq, B˚pAqq are optimal in a certain sense, see [JP], [AH] and the discussion at
the beginning of [ABG, Chapter 7], but these are not Besov spaces. On the other hand, the
Besov spaces pK,K˚q “ pH1{2,1,H´1{2,8q which appear in [ABG] and [BSa] are not as optimal
as pBpAq, B˚pAqq, but are optimal in the scale of Besov spaces and allow for a larger class of
potentials V . Note that our new result Theorem 1.2 implies (1.20) for K “ L2
1{2,p,1{2,MpAq, any
p ą 1{2, M ě m, while Theorem 1.4 implies (1.20) for K “ L2spAq, any s ą 1{2.
Finally a few comments about the proof of Theorem 1.2. The skeleton and heart remain the
same as in [GJ2], or [Ma1]. The difference comes from using the function ϕ in (1.5) rather than
(1.4). Although this appears like a minor difference it creates the non-trivial task of bounding
functions of the generator of dilations A by functions of the operator of position |N |. More
specifically, while the proof of Theorem 1.4 required only xAyεxNy´ε P BpHq, the bounded oper-
ators on H, the proof of Theorem 1.2 requires wα,βM pAq ¨w´α,´βM pNq P BpHq for some appropriate
α, β ě 0, which is equivalent to w2α,2βM pAq ď w´2α,´2βM pNq in the sense of forms. To achieve this
we make a detour via the polylogarithm functions Liσpzq (specifically the ones of order 2 ă σ ď 3
are used). The reason for doing this is that higher powers of the logarithm are not Nevanlinna
functions, but the functions Liσpzq, Repσq ą 0, are Nevanlinna functions which continue analyt-
ically across p´1,`8q from C` to C´, and are thus operator monotone functions, see Section
8.
The plan of the article is as follows. In Section 2, we recall the relevant definitions and
results of classical and weighted Mourre theory. In Section 3 we derive the classical Mourre
estimate for our Hamiltonian H and prove Proposition 1.1. In Section 4 we derive operator
norm bounds involving logarithms of the operator A. In Section 5 we prove several key Lemmas
that are needed for the proof of Theorem 1.2. In Section 6 we prove Theorem 1.2. The last 3
Sections are appendices. In appendix A (Section 7) we review Loewner’s theorem which makes
the connection between Nevanlinna functions and operator monotone functions, and prove an
extension of Loewner’s theorem that is suitable for unbounded self-adjoint operators. In appendix
B (Section 8) we briefly review polylogarithms and explain that the ones of positive order are
Nevanlinna functions. In appendix C (Section 9) we recall a few basics about almost analytic
extensions and the Helffer-Sjöstrand formula.
Acknowledgements : We thank Thierry Jecko for fruitful conversations on the topic.
2. Basics of the abstract classical and weighted Mourre theories
2.1. Operator Regularity. We consider two self-adjoint operators T and A acting in some
complex Hilbert space H, and for the purpose of this brief overview T will be bounded. Given
k P N, we say that T is of class CkpAq, and write T P CkpAq, if the map
(2.1) R Q t ÞÑ eitATe´itA P BpHq
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has the usual CkpRq regularity with BpHq endowed with the strong operator topology. The form
rT,As is defined on DomrAs ˆ DomrAs by xψ, rT,Asφy :“ xTψ,Aφy ´ xAψ, Tφy. Recall the
following convenient result:
Proposition 2.1. [ABG, Lemma 6.2.9] Let T P BpHq. The following are equivalent:
(1) T P C1pAq.
(2) The form rT,As extends to a bounded form on HˆH defining a bounded operator denoted
by ad1ApT q :“ rT,As˝.
(3) T preserves DomrAs and the operator TA´AT , defined on DomrAs, extends to a bounded
operator.
Consequently, T P CkpAq if and only if the iterated commutators adpApT q :“ radp´1A pT q, As˝
are bounded for 1 ď p ď k. We say that T P CkupAq if the map (2.1) has the CkpRq regularity
with BpHq endowed with the norm operator topology. We say that T P C1,1pAq ifż 1
0
}rT, eitAs˝, eitAs˝}t´2dt ă 8.
It turns out that C2pAq Ă C1,1pAq Ă C1upAq Ă C1pAq.
2.2. The Mourre estimate. Let I be an open interval and assume T P C1pAq. We say that
the Mourre estimate holds for T on I if there is γ ą 0 and a compact operator K such that
(2.2) EIpT qrT, iAs˝EIpT q ě γEIpT q `K
in the form sense on DomrAs ˆ DomrAs. We say that the strict Mourre estimate holds for T
on I if (2.2) holds with K “ 0. Assuming the estimate holds over I, T has at most finitely
many eigenvalues in I, and they are of finite multiplicity, while if the strict estimate holds T has
no eigenvalues in I. This is a direct consequence of the Virial Theorem, see [ABG, Proposition
7.2.10]. Let IpE; εq be the open interval of radius ε ą 0 centered at E P R. If the strict Mourre
estimate holds for T on some interval containing E, one considers the function ̺AT : R ÞÑ R:
̺AT : E ÞÑ sup
 
γ P R : Dε ą 0 such that EIpE;εqpT qrT, iAs˝EIpE;εqpT q ě γ ¨EIpE;εqpT q
(
.
It is known for example that ̺AT is lower semicontinuous and ̺
A
T pEq ă 8 if and only if E P σpT q.
For more properties of this function, see [ABG, chapter 7].
2.3. The weighted Mourre estimate & LAP. In [GJ2] it is explained in a more general
setting that a projected weighted estimate of the form
(2.3) PKEIpT qrT, iBs˝EIpT qPK ě cPKEIpT qC2EIpT qPK,
where c ą 0, B,C are any linear operators satisfying CBC´1 P BpHq, and C self-adjoint and
injective, will imply a LAP of the form
(2.4) sup
RepzqPI, Impzqą0
}CpT ´ zq´1PKC} ă 8.
The proof is an argument by contradiction and therefore does not provide a description of the
continuity properties of the LAP resolvent. Nonetheless, the resolvent estimate (2.4) implies the
absence of singular continuous spectrum for H in I, and if B is T -bounded then (2.3) also gives
the time decay estimate
(2.5)
ż
R
}CeitTEIpT qψ}2 ă 8, ψ P H.
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3. Verifying the classical Mourre estimate
In this Section we derive the Mourre estimate described in the previous Section for T “ H
given by (1.6). We use freely Proposition 2.1. Let
(3.1) Θp∆q :“ tt0, t1, ..., tdu, where tk “ 4k, k “ 0, 1, ..., d.
These are the thresholds of ∆. Recall that our choice of conjugate operator A is the closure of
(1.11). This choice is justified by the fact that the commutator between ∆ and A is :
(3.2) r∆, iAs˝ “
dÿ
k“1
∆kp4´∆kq.
In particular ∆ P C1pAq. Note that, since σp∆kq “ r0, 4s, @k “ 1, ..., d, the strict Mourre estimate
holds for ∆ and A over any interval I Ť σp∆qzΘp∆q “ r0, 4dszΘp∆q. In fact, one can be more
specific and prove that if E P σkp∆q :“ rtk´1, tks, for some k “ 1, ..., d, then
̺A∆pEq “ ´pE ´ tk´1qpE ´ tkq.
This can be proved by induction on d and using the nifty result [ABG, Theorem 8.3.6]. One can
further show that for all k “ 1, ..., d, r∆, iAs˝ decomposes into the sum of a positive operator
and a remainder bkp∆q, namely
r∆, iAs˝ “ ´p∆´ tk´1qp∆ ´ tkq ` bkp∆q,
where
bkp∆q :“ ´8pk ´ 1q∆ ` 16kpk ´ 1q `
ÿ
1ďi,jďd
i‰j
∆i∆j.
The remainder bkp∆q is a non-negative operator from which no strict positivity can be extracted
by localizing in energy. Finally, it is not hard to prove that ∆ P C2pAq, or C8pAq for that matter.
Moving on to the commutator between the potential V and A, we have:
(3.3) rV, iAs˝ “
dÿ
i“1
p2´1 ´NiqpV ´ τiV qSi ` p2´1 `NiqpV ´ τ˚i V qS˚i .
It is readily seen that the assumption (1.10), for some m P N, 0 ď r ă q, implies that rV, iAs˝
is a compact operator. In particular V P C1pAq. Finally, regarding the commutator between the
Wigner-von Neumann potential W and A, we have rW, iAs˝ “ KW `BW where
KW :“ 2´1W
dÿ
i“1
pS˚i ` Siq ` 2´1
dÿ
i“1
pS˚i ` SiqW,(3.4)
BW :“
dÿ
i“1
UiW˜ pS˚i ´ Siq ´
dÿ
i“1
pS˚i ´ SiqW˜Ui,(3.5)
W˜ is the operator pW˜ψqpnq :“ w sinpkpn1 ` ... ` ndqqψpnq and Ui is the operator pUiψqpnq :“
ni|n|´1ψpnq. Note that KW is compact and BW is bounded. Thus W P C1pAq.
The following Lemma applies to the one-dimensional Laplacian (d “ 1).
Lemma 3.1. [Ma1, Lemma 3.4] Recall that E˘pkq :“ 2 ˘ 2 cospk{2q. Let E P r0, 4sztE˘pkqu.
Then there exists ε “ εpEq ą 0 such that for all θ P C8c pRq supported on I “ pE ´ ε,E ` εq,
θp∆qW˜θp∆q “ 0. Thus θp∆qBW θp∆q is a compact operator.
The following Lemma applies to the multi-dimensional Laplacian (d ě 2).
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Proposition 3.2. [Ma1, Proposition 4.5] Let
(3.6) Epkq :“
#
4´ 4 cospk{2q for k P p0, πq
4` 4 cospk{2q for k P pπ, 2πq and µpHq :“ p0, Epkqq Y p4d´ Epkq, 4dq.
For each E P µpHq there exists ε “ εpEq ą 0 such that for all θ P C8c pRq supported on I :“
pE ´ ε,E ` εq, θp∆qW˜θp∆q “ 0. In particular, θp∆qBW θp∆q is a compact operator.
Putting together everything discussed in this Section we get the Mourre estimate for H:
Proposition 3.3. Let d ě 1, H “ ∆`V`W and µpHq be as defined in the Introduction. Suppose
that V satisfies (1.10) for some m P N and 0 ď r ă q. Then H P C1pAq, and for any I Ť µpHq,
there are γ ą 0 and compact K such that the Mourre estimate EIpHqrH, iAs˝EIpHq ě γEIpHq`
K holds. I contains at most finitely many eigenvalues and these are of finite multiplicity. The
corresponding eigenfunctions, if any, decay sub-exponentially. If d “ 1 and E P pE´pkq, E`pkqq,
then the point spectrum of H is empty in I provided I Ă pE´pkq, E`pkqq.
Proposition 3.3 is basically a reformulation of Proposition 1.1. The proof is easy and goes
along the lines of [Ma1, Proposition 3.5]. The decay of the eigenfunctions is a consequence of
[Ma2, Theorem 1.5], while the absence of eigenvalues is a consequence of [Ma2, Theorem 1.2].
Note that if H “ ∆ ` V , with V as in Proposition 3.3 and W “ 0, then the above shows that
we have a Mourre estimate for H on any I Ť r0, 4dszΘp∆q.
4. Operator norm bounds for functions of A
For self-adjoint operators T , S, T ď S means xψ, Tψy ď xψ, Sψy for all ψ P DomrT sXDomrSs.
For this Section, it is useful to know that xAy and xNy are unbounded operators. This is seen
directly from the graph norm and using an appropriate sequence of unit vectors. The following
result appears in [Ma1, Lemma 5.1] but we repeat the proof for convenience.
Lemma 4.1. Let cd :“ maxpd3 ` d2 ` 1, 4pd ` 1qq. @ 0 ď α ď 1, pA2 ` 1qα ď pcdqαpN2 ` 1qα.
Proof. Let ψ P DomrN2s Ă DomrA2s. First we calculate for α “ 1 :
@
ψ, pA2 ` 1qψD “ }ψ}2 ` }Aψ}2 ď }ψ}2 `
˜
dÿ
j“1
}ψ} ` 2}Njψ}
¸2
ď }ψ}2 `
˜
d2}ψ}2 `
dÿ
j“1
4}Njψ}2
¸
pd` 1q ď cd
˜
}ψ}2 `
dÿ
j“1
}Njψ}2
¸
“ cd
@
ψ, pN2 ` 1qψD.
Pass to exponent α by invoking the Heinz inequality, see [RS1, Ex. 51 of Chapter VIII] or [H]. 
For convenience we will also be writing (in this Section only)
(4.1) A :“ xAy “
a
A2 ` 1, and N :“ ?cd xNy “ ?cd
a
N2 ` 1.
Note that 1 ď A and ?8 “ ?c1 ď N . By Lemma 4.1, A2α ď N2α, 0 ď α ď 1. But this is
equivalent to saying that }Aαψ} ď }Nαψ} for all ψ P DomrAαs XDomrNαs. Let ℓ0pZdq be the
sequences P Zd having compact support. Note that ℓ0pZdq Ă DomrNαs Ă DomrAαs, and ℓ0pZdq
is dense in ℓ2pZdq. Since Nα : ℓ0pZdq ÞÑ ℓ0pZdq is surjective, it follows that }AαN´αψ} ď }ψ},
at least for all ψ P ℓ0pZdq. Thus AαN´α P BpHq. In what follows we shall be using this
small argument repeatedly. We will also be using the Helffer-Sjöstrand formula extensively, see
Appendix 9. Let Φn, n P N˚, be the polylogarithmic functions from (8.3). Denote Φαnpxq :“
pΦnpxqqα.
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Lemma 4.2. For all 0 ď α ď 1{2, ΦαnpAq ¨ Φ´αn pNq P BpHq, n P N˚.
Proof. As discussed in Section 8 the Φn, n P N˚, are Nevanlinna functions that continue
analytically across p´1,`8q from C` to C´. Since 1 ď A ďN , Theorem 7.3 implies ΦnpAq ď
ΦnpNq. By the Heinz inequality, Φ2αn pAq ď Φ2αn pNq, 0 ď α ď 1{2. The result follows. 
Lemma 4.3. For all k P N and 0 ď α ď 1{2,
ΦαnplogkpAqq ¨ Φ´αn plogkpNqq P BpHq, n P N˚.
Proof. Φnplogkpxqq belongs to P p´1,`8q because it is the composition of functions all belonging
to P p´1,`8q. Also, 1 ď A ď N . By Loewner’s Theorem, ΦnplogkpAqq ď ΦnplogkpNqq. The
result follows from the Heinz inequality. 
Lemma 4.4. For all 0 ď p ď 3{2, logpp1` xAyq ¨ log´pp1` xNyq P BpHq.
Remark 4.1. For 0 ď p ď 1{2, the result follows from well-known results on the logarithm, see
e.g. [RS1, Exercise 51 of Chapter VIII]. For p ą 1{2 we don’t know how prove the result without
the use of the polylogarithmic functions.
Proof. For 0 ď α ď 1{2, log3αp1` xAyq log´3αp1` xNyq equals
log3αp1` xAyqΦ´α3 pAq
bounded by (8.4)
Φα3 pAqΦ´α3 pNq
bounded by Lemma 4.2
Φα3 pNq log´3αpNq
bounded by (8.4)
log3αpNq log´3αp1` xNyq
bounded by definition of N
.

Lemma 4.5. For all k P N and 0 ď p ď 3{2, logpk pxAyq ¨ log´pk pxNyq P BpHq.
Proof. The statement is trivial for k “ 0 and k “ 1 is Lemma 4.4. Now let k ě 1. For
0 ď α ď 1{2, log3αk pxAyq log´3αk pxNyq equals
log3αk pAqΦ´α3 plogk´1pAqq
bounded by (8.4)
Φα3 plogk´1pAqqΦ´α3 plogk´1pNqq
bounded by Lemma 4.3
Φα3 plogk´1pNqq log´3αk pxNyq
bounded by (8.4)
.

The following Lemma is used explicitly in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 4.6. For all m P N and 0 ď p ď 3{2,
log
p
m`1 pxAyq
mź
k“0
logk pxAyq ¨ log´pm`1 pxNyq
mź
k“0
log´1k pxNyq P BpHq.
Proof. By induction onm. The base casem “ 0 is Lemma 4.4 (recall that log1pxq :“ logp1`xq).
For the inductive step, mÑ m` 1, we have
log
p
m`2 pxAyq
m`1ź
k“0
logk pxAyq ¨ log´pm`2 pxNyq
m`1ź
k“0
log´1k pxNyq .
After commuting logpm`2 pxAyq with
śm`1
k“0 log
´1
k pxNyq this operator is equal to :
m`1ź
k“0
logk pxAyq
m`1ź
k“0
log´1k pxNyq
bounded by the Induction hypothesis
¨ logpm`2 pxAyq log´pm`2 pxNyq
bounded by Lemma 4.5
`
m`1ź
k“0
logk pxAyq
”
log
p
m`2 pxAyq ,
m`1ź
k“0
log´1k pxNyq
ı
˝
to be developed
log
´p
m`2 pxNyq .
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It is enough to show that the latter term with the under bracket is a bounded operator. It is
equal to
i
2π
ż
C
Bf˜
Bz
m`1ź
k“0
logk pxAyq pz ´Aq´1
”
A,
m`1ź
k“0
log´1k pxNyq
ı
˝
pz ´Aq´1dz ^ dz,
where fpxq “ logpm`2 pxxyq P SεpRq,@ε ą 0. By Lemma 4.7, rA,
śm`1
k“0 log
´1
k pxNyqs˝ P BpHq. To
keep things simple, one can use Lemma 4.10 to get›››m`1ź
k“0
logk pxAyq pz ´Aq´1
››› ď c››xAyδpz ´Aq´1›› ď cxxyδ|y|´1
for some δ ą 0 and c ą 0. Thus the above integral converges in norm to a bounded operator. 
Lemma 4.7. xNy´σ and śmk“0 log´σk pxNyq are of class P C1pAq, @σ ą 0 and m P N.
The proof of Lemma 4.7 is a direct application of Proposition 2.1 and (3.3). The following two
Lemmas allow to pass from xAy to xNy in the LAP (1.14) and the local decay estimate (1.16).
Lemma 4.8. For all 0 ď p ď 3{2, xAy 12 logpp1` xAyq ¨ xNy´ 12 log´pp1` xNyq P BpHq.
Proof. Since xAy1{2xNy´1{2 P BpHq and logpp1 ` xAyq log´pp1 ` xNyq P BpHq, it is enough to
prove that xAy1{2rlogpp1` xAyq, xNy´1{2s˝ P BpHq. But the latter operator is equal to
i
2π
ż
C
Bf˜
Bz xAy
1{2pz ´Aq´1rA, xNy´1{2s˝pz ´Aq´1dz ^ dz,
where fpxq “ logpp1 ` xxyq P SεpRq,@ε ą 0. By Lemma 4.7 rA, xNy´1{2s˝ P BpHq. Applying
Lemma 4.10 shows that the above integral converges in norm to a bounded operator. 
Lemma 4.9. For all m P N, 0 ď p, q ď 3{2,
xAy 12 logpm`1 pxAyq
mź
k“0
log
q
k pxAyq ¨ xNy´
1
2 log
´p
m`1 pxNyq
mź
k“0
log
´q
k pxNyq P BpHq.
Proof. Again by induction on m. The base case m “ 0 is Lemma 4.8. The inductive step is han-
dled in the same way as in Lemma 4.6. One commutes logpm`2 pxAyq with xNy´
1
2
śm`1
k“0 log
´q
k pxNyq.
One applies the inductive hypothesis to first term, and for the second term (the one with the
commutator) it is enough to show that
xAy 12
m`1ź
k“0
log
q
k pxAyq
”
log
p
m`2 pxAyq , xNy´
1
2
m`1ź
k“0
log
´q
k pxNyq
ı
˝
P BpHq.
To this end one performs a similar integral expansion as in the proof of Lemma 4.6, with the
same function fpxq “ logpm`2pxxyq P SεpRq, @ε ą 0. Then, to keep things simple, one can use
the fact that there are δ ą 0 and c ą 0 (by Lemma 4.10) such that›››xAy 12 m`1ź
k“0
log
q
k pxAyq pz ´Aq´1
››› ď c››xAy1{2`δpz ´Aq´1›› ď cxxy1{2`δ |y|´1
One sees that the integral converges in norm to a bounded operator. 
The next lemma has been proved in many places, e.g. [DG, G, GJ2]. We propose a proof by
contradiction that we will generalise in the next lemma.
Lemma 4.10. Let A be a self-adjoint operator. Let Ω :“ tpx, yq P R2 : 0 ă |y| ď cxxyu, for some
c ą 0. Then for every 0 ď s ď 1 there exists C ą 0 such that for all z “ x` iy P Ω :
(4.2) }xAyspA´ zq´1} ď Cxxys|y|´1.
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Proof. If s “ 0 one can take C “ 1. Suppose that s ą 0. By the spectral theorem,
}xAyspA´ zq´1}2 ď sup
tPR
xty2s `pt´ xq2 ` y2˘´1 .
Let
fspx, y, tq :“ xty
2s
xxy2s
y2
pt´ xq2 ` y2 , defined on px, y, tq P Ωˆ RzΛ,
where Ω “ tpx, yq P R2 : |y| ď cxxyu and Λ :“ tpx, y, tq P Ω ˆ R : y “ 0, x “ tu. To prove the
Lemma, it is enough to show that fs is uniformly bounded on the entire region Ωˆ R. Suppose
that there is a sequence pxn, yn, tnq P Ωˆ R such that fspxn, yn, tnq Ñ `8. Since we have
0 ĺ y
2
pt´ xq2 ` y2 ĺ 1, @px, y, tq P Rˆ R
˚ ˆ R,(4.3)
and since s ą 0, we infer that xtny{xxny Ñ 8, as n Ñ 8. In particular, since s ĺ 1, we have
pxtny{xxnyqs ĺ xtny{xxny for n large enough and |tn| Ñ 8, as nÑ 8. Next, we have:
0 ĺ fspxn, yn, tnq ĺ xtny
2
xxny2
y2n
xxny2
xtny2
xxny2
´
tn
xtny
´ xnxtny
¯2 ` y2n
xxny2
ĺ c´
tn
xtny
´ xnxtny
¯2 .(4.4)
We infer:
lim sup
nÑ8
fspxn, yn, tnq ĺ c,
which is a contradiction. 
The next lemma is new and proved by contradiction. It seems complicated to give a direct
proof.
Lemma 4.11. Let A and Ω be as in Lemma 4.10. For every 0 ă s ă 1 and p P R there exists
C ą 0 such that for all z “ x` iy P Ω :
(4.5)
›› logp p1` xAyq xAyspA´ zq´1›› ď C logp p1` xxyq xxys|y|´1.
Proof. The case p “ 0 is covered by the previous lemma. By the spectral theorem,›› logp p1` xAyq xAyspA´ zq´1››2 ď sup
tPR
log2p p1` xtyq xty2s `pt´ xq2 ` y2˘´1 .
Therefore, we consider the function
gspx, y, tq :“ log
2p p1` xtyq
log2p p1` xxyq
xty2s
xxy2s
y2
pt´ xq2 ` y2 , defined on px, y, tq P Ωˆ RzΛ,
where Ω “ tpx, yq P R2 : |y| ď cxxyu and Λ :“ tpx, y, tq P Ω ˆ R : y “ 0, x “ tu. We aim
at proving that gs is uniformly bounded on the entire region Ω ˆ R. Suppose that there is a
sequence pxn, yn, tnq P Ω ˆ R such that gspxn, yn, tnq Ñ `8. Recalling (4.3), since s ą 0, up to
a subsequence, we infer that
either 1q log
2p p1` xtnyq
log2p p1` xxnyq
Ñ 8,
or 2q xtnyxxny Ñ 8,
as nÑ8.
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We start with the case 2). Given α ą 0, there are Cα, C 1α ą 0 such that @a, b P R we have
0 ĺ log p1` xayq
log p1` xbyq “
log
´
1`xay
1`xby
¯
logp1` xbyq ` 1 ĺ
1
logp2q log
ˆ
1` xay
1` xby
˙
` 1(4.6)
ĺ Cα
ˆ
1` xay
1` xby
˙α
ĺ C 1α
ˆxay
xby
˙α
.
Recalling s P p0, 1q and by considering the case p ą 0 and p ă 0, by choosing α small enough,
there is a finite constant C such that
0 ĺ gspxn, yn, tnq ĺ Cf1pxn, yn, tnq
Repeating (4.4), we obtain a contradiction.
We turn to the case 1). If p ą 0, (4.6) ensures that 1`xtny
1`xxny
Ñ 8, as n Ñ 8. Hence the case
2) holds which in turn gives a contradiction.
Suppose now that 1) holds and p ă 0. Unlike before, we obtain this time that xxnyxtny Ñ 8, as
nÑ8. Using (4.3) and (4.6), there is C, s1 ą 0 such that
0 ĺ gspxn, yn, tnq ĺ C
ˆ xtny
xxny
˙s1
Ñ 0,
as nÑ8. This is a contradiction. 
Lemma 4.12. Let A and Ω be as in Lemma 4.10. For every 0 ă s ă 1 and p, q P R there exists
C ą 0 such that for all z “ x` iy P Ω :
(4.7)
›››xAyspA´ zq´1 logpm`1 pxAyq mź
k“0
log
q
k pxAyq
››› ď Cxxys|y|´1 logpm`1 pxxyq mź
k“0
log
q
k pxxyq .
Proof. Thanks to (4.6), the proof is analogous to that of Lemma 4.11. 
5. Preliminary lemmas for the Proof of Theorem 1.2
Let P denote the orthogonal projection onto the pure point spectral subspace of H.
Proposition 5.1. [GJ1] @u, v P DomrAs, the rank one operator |uyxv| : ψ Ñ xv, ψyu P C1pAq.
Lemma 5.2. Assume V satisfies (1.9) and (1.10) for some q ą r “ 2, m P N. Then for any
open interval I Ă µpHq and any η P C8c pRq with supppηq Ă I, PEIpHq and PKηpHq P C1pAq.
Proof. I Ă µpHq so the Mourre estimate holds for H and A on I. In particular the point
spectrum of H is finite on I, see [ABG, Corollary 7.2.11]. Therefore PEIpHq is a finite rank
operator. By [Ma2, Theorem 1.5], the eigenfunctions of H, if any, belong to the domain of A.
We may therefore apply Lemma 5.1 to get PEIpHq P C1pAq. As for PKηpHq it is equal to
ηpHq ´ PEIpHqηpHq, and so belongs to C1pAq. 
Lemma 5.3. Let R ą 1 and recall that wα,βM pA{Rq is given by (1.15). Consider
K˜0 “ ηp∆qrV, iAs˝ηp∆q ` pηpHq ´ ηp∆qqrH, iAs˝ηp∆q ` ηpHqrH, iAs˝pηpHq ´ ηp∆qq,
and
K0 :“ K˜0 ` ηp∆qrW, iAs˝ηp∆q “ K˜0 ` ηp∆qKW ηp∆q ` ηp∆qBW ηp∆q,
where η P C8c pRq is supported on an open interval I Ť r0, 4dszΘp∆q. Assume V satisfies as-
sumptions (1.9) and (1.10) for some q ą r “ 2, m P N. Then for all 1{2 ă p ă q{4, M ě m,
w
2p,1
M pA{Rq K˜0w2p,1M pA{Rq is a compact operator whose norm is uniformly bounded w.r.t. R.
Furthermore, if I Ă µpHq, then further shrinking the size of the interval I also allows
w
2p,1
M pA{RqK0w2p,1M pA{Rq to be a compact operator whose norm is uniformly bounded w.r.t. R.
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Proof. Write w2p,1M pA{Rq K˜0w2p,1M pA{Rq as
w
2p,1
M
ˆ
A
R
˙
w
´2p,´1
M pAq
bounded uniformly in R
K˜ w
´2p,´1
M pAqw2p,1M
ˆ
A
R
˙
bounded uniformly in R
, K˜ :“ w2p,1M pAqK˜0w2p,1M pAq.
Thus we want to show that K˜ is a compact operator. K˜ is the sum of the following 3 terms :
K˜1 :“ w2p,1M pAqηp∆qrV, iAs˝ηp∆qw2p,1M pAq,
K˜2 :“ w2p,1M pAqpηpHq ´ ηp∆qqrH, iAs˝ηp∆qw2p,1M pAq,
K˜3 :“ w2p,1M pAqηpHqrH, iAs˝pηpHq ´ ηp∆qqw2p,1M pAq.
Each of these terms are compact, as explained below.
‚ For K˜1 : we want to commute w2p,1M pAq with ηp∆q. Since ηp∆q P C1pAq and w2p,1M pxq P
SεpRq, @ε ą 0, rw2p,1M pAq, ηp∆qs˝ P BpHq by Proposition 9.3. Also, w2p,1M pAqw´2p,´1M pNq P BpHq
by Lemma 4.6, and w2p,1M pNqrV, iAs˝w2p,1M pNq is a compact operator, by the assumption (1.10)
(1{2 ă p ă q{4). Thus K˜1 is a compact operator.
‚ For K˜2 : Write it as
w
2p,1
M pAqpηpHq ´ ηp∆qqr∆, iAs˝ηp∆qw2p,1M pAq ` w2p,1M pAqpηpHq ´ ηp∆qqrV, iAs˝ηp∆qw2p,1M pAq.
For the first term commute r∆, iAs˝ηp∆q with w2p,1M pAq and then apply (5.2). For the second
term commute ηp∆q with w2p,1M pAq and then apply (5.1) and assumption (1.9). We leave the
details to the reader.
‚ For K˜3 : same idea as for K˜2.
Now the second part of the statement where we assume I Ă µpHq. Recall KW and BW are
given by (3.4) and (3.5). It is enough to show that
K˜4 :“ w2p,1M pAqηp∆qKW ηp∆qw2p,1M pAq
and
K˜5 :“ w2p,1M pAqηp∆qBW ηp∆qw2p,1M pAq
are compact. For K˜4, commute w
2p,1
M pAq with ηp∆q and use the fact that w2p,1M pAqKWw2p,1M pAq
is compact. For K˜5, use the fact that ηp∆qW˜ ηp∆q “ 0 if the the support of η is sufficiently
small, by Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2, and also that w2p,1M pAqrηp∆q, Uis is compact. 
Lemma 5.4. Assume V satisfies (1.9) for some q ą r “ 2, m P N. Let η P C8c pRq be supported
on an open interval I. Then @ 0 ď p ă q{4, M ě m,
(5.1) pηpHq ´ ηp∆qqw2p,1M pAq,
(5.2) w2p,1M pAqpηpHq ´ ηp∆qqw2p,1M pAq
are compact operators.
Proof. We prove the first one and leave the second one for the reader. By Proposition 9.3,
∆ P C1pw2p,1M pAqq, since w2p,1M pxq P SεpRq, @ε ą 0, and ∆ P C1pAq. Thus r∆, w2p,1M pAqs˝ P BpHq.
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By the Helffer-Sjöstrand formula and the resolvent identity, pηpHq ´ ηp∆qqw2p,1M pAq equals
i
2π
ż
C
Bη˜
Bz pz ´Hq
´1pV `W qpz ´∆q´1w2p,1M pAqdz ^ dz
“ i
2π
ż
C
Bη˜
Bz pz ´Hq
´1pV `W qw2p,1M pAqpz ´∆q´1dz ^ dz
` i
2π
ż
C
Bη˜
Bz pz ´Hq
´1pV `W qrpz ´∆q´1, w2p,1M pAqs˝dz ^ dz
“ i
2π
ż
C
Bη˜
Bz pz ´Hq
´1
¨
˚˝
V w
2p,1
M pNq
compact by (1.9)
`Ww2p,1M pNq
compact
˛
‹‚w´2p,´1M pNqw2p,1M pAq
bounded by Lemma 4.6
pz ´∆q´1dz ^ dz
` i
2π
ż
C
Bη˜
Bz pz ´Hq
´1 pV `W q
compact
pz ´∆q´1r∆, w2p,1M pAqs˝pz ´∆q´1dz ^ dz.
The integrands of the last two integrals are compact operators. With the support of η bounded,
the integrals converge in norm, and so the compactness is preserved in the limit. 
6. Proof of Theorem 1.2
We are now ready to prove the projected weighted Mourre estimate (2.3), which in turn will
imply the LAP (2.4). The proof makes use of almost analytic extensions of C8pRq bounded
functions and the class of functions SρpRq with ρ “ 0, see Appendix 9. We also mention that
the proof is essentially the same as that of [GJ2, Theorem 4.15] (see also [Ma1, Theorem 5.4]),
but we display it in detail for the reader’s convenience.
1
0
Figure 1. From left to right : EJpxq, θpxq, ηpxq, χpxq, EIpxq.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. E P µpHq so let I Ă µpHq be an open interval containing E such that the
Mourre estimate holds over I. By Lemma 5.2, PEIpHq and PKηpHq are of class C1pAq, for any
η P C8c pRq with supppηq Ă I. Let θ, η, χ P C8c pRq be bump functions such that ηθ “ θ, χη “ η
and supppχq Ă I, see Figure 1. Later in the proof we will shrink the interval I around E.
We aim to derive (2.3) on I for B “ ϕpA{Rq, C “
a
ϕ1pA{Rq, some R ą 1 and ϕ given by
(6.1) ϕ : R ÞÑ R, ϕ : t ÞÑ
ż t
´8
dx
xxyw2p,1M pxq
, t P R, p ą 1{2.
Note that ϕ P S0pRq, so that ϕpA{Rq P BpHq for all R ą 1. Consider the bounded operator
F :“ PKθpHqrH, iϕpA{Rqs˝θpHqPK
“ i
2π
1
R
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz pzqP
KθpHqpz ´A{Rq´1rH, iAs˝pz ´A{Rq´1θpHqPKdz ^ dz.
To save room, henceforth we drop the element dz ^ dz. By Lemma 5.2 PKηpHq P C1pAq, so
rPKηpHq, pz ´A{Rq´1s˝ “ pz ´A{Rq´1rPKηpHq, A{Rs˝pz ´A{Rq´1.
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Next to PKθpHq we introduce PKηpHq and commute it with pz ´A{Rq´1. We get :
F “ i
2π
1
R
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz pzqP
KθpHqpz ´A{Rq´1PK ηpHqrH, iAs˝ηpHqPKpz ´A{Rq´1θpHqPK
` PKθpHq
AA
R
E´ 1
2
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙ˆ
B1 `B2 `B3
R2
˙
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙AA
R
E´ 1
2
θpHqPK,
where B1, B2, B3 P BpHq are uniformly bounded in R. We refer to [Ma1, Proof of Theorem 5.4]
for extra details. Next to each ηpHq we insert χpHq, and then decompose ηpHqrH, iAs˝ηpHq as
follows :
ηpHqrH, iAs˝ηpHq “ ηp∆qr∆, iAs˝ηp∆q `K0,
where
K0 “ ηp∆qrV `W, iAs˝ηp∆q ` pηpHq ´ ηp∆qqrH, iAs˝ηp∆q ` ηpHqrH, iAs˝pηpHq ´ ηp∆qq.
Note that K0 is the compact operator that appears in Lemma 5.3. We also let
M0 :“ PKχpHqηp∆qr∆, iAs˝ηp∆qχpHqPK.
Thus :
F “ i
2π
1
R
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz pzqP
KθpHqpz ´A{Rq´1M0pz ´A{Rq´1θpHqPK
` i
2π
1
R
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz pzqP
KθpHqpz ´A{Rq´1PKχpHqK0χpHqPKpz ´A{Rq´1θpHqPK(6.2)
` PKθpHq
AA
R
E´ 1
2
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙ˆ
B1 `B2 `B3
R2
˙
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙AA
R
E´ 1
2
θpHqPK.
We work on the 2nd integral term given by (6.2).
CLAIM.
K :“ i
2π
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz pzq
AA
R
E 1
2
w
p, 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙
pz´A{Rq´1PKχpHqK0χpHqPKpz´A{Rq´1wp,
1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙AA
R
E 1
2
is a compact operator for 1{2 ă p ă q{4, where q is the exponent that appears in (1.9) and (1.10)
– Hypothesis (H). Also the norm of K goes to zero as the support of χ gets tighter around E.
PROOF OF CLAIM. Write K as
K “ i
2π
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz pzq
AA
R
E 1
2
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙
pz ´A{Rq´1
bounded by Lemma 4.12
ą
w
2p,1
M
ˆ
A
R
˙
PKχpHqK0χpHqPK pz ´A{Rq´1wp,
1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙AA
R
E 1
2
bounded by Lemma 4.12
.
Now we want to commute w2p,1M
`
A
R
˘
with PKχpHq. Since PKχpHq P C1pAq and w2p,1M pxq P SεpRq,
@ε ą 0,
w
2p,1
M
ˆ
A
R
˙”
w
2p,1
M
ˆ
A
R
˙
, PKχpHq
ı
˝
P BpHq
by Proposition 9.3. So K “ K1 `K2, where
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K1 “ i
2π
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz pzq
AA
R
E 1
2
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙
pz ´A{Rq´1
bounded by Lemma 4.12
ą
PKχpHqw2p,1M
ˆ
A
R
˙
K0χpHqPK pz ´A{Rq´1wp,
1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙AA
R
E 1
2
bounded by Lemma 4.12
and
K2 “ i
2π
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz pzq
AA
R
E 1
2
w
´3p,´ 3
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙
pz ´A{Rq´1
bounded by Lemma 4.12
ą
w
2p,1
M
ˆ
A
R
˙”
w
2p,1
M
ˆ
A
R
˙
, PKχpHq
ı
˝
bounded uniformly in R by Proposition 9.3
K0χpHqPK pz ´A{Rq´1wp,
1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙AA
R
E 1
2
bounded by Lemma 4.12
.
By Lemma 4.12, there is C ą 0 such that›››AA
R
E 1
2
w
´3p,´ 3
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙
pz ´A{Rq´1
››› ď Cw´3p,´ 32M pxqxxy 12 |y|´1,
and ›››AA
R
E 1
2
w
p, 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙
pz ´A{Rq´1
››› ď Cwp, 12M pxqxxy 12 |y|´1.
Now apply Lemma 4.12 and (9.2) with ρ “ 0 and ℓ “ 2. Note that }K2} is bounded above by a
multiple of }K0χpHqPK} timesż
Ω
xxyρ´1´ℓ|y|ℓ ¨w´3p,´
3
2
M pxqxxy
1
2 |y|´1 ¨wp,
1
2
M pxqxxy
1
2 |y|´1 dxdy “
ż
Ω
dxdy
xxy2w2p,1M pxq
ă 8,
thanks to p ą 1{2. Because K0 is compact, it follows that K2 is a compact operator and }K2}
goes to zero as the support of χ gets tighter around E. We repeat a similar operation for K1 :
write w
p, 1
2
M
`
A
R
˘ “ w2p,1M `AR˘w´p,´ 12M `AR˘ and commute w2p,1M `AR˘ with χpHqPK. Doing this gives
K1 “ i
2π
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz pzq
AA
R
E 1
2
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙
pz ´A{Rq´1
bounded by Lemma 4.12
ą
PKχpHqw2p,1M
ˆ
A
R
˙
K0w
2p,1
M
ˆ
A
R
˙
compact by Lemma 5.3
χpHqPK pz ´A{Rq´1w´p,´
1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙AA
R
E 1
2
bounded by Lemma 4.12
` K3
compact
.
One shows that }K1} ď c}PKχpHqw2p,1M pA{RqK0w2p,1M pA{Rq } for some constant c ą 0 and goes
to zero as the support of χ gets tighter around E, notably because w2p,1M pA{RqK0w2p,1M pA{Rq is
compact by Lemma 5.3. As for K3, it is compact and satisfies }K3} ď c}PKχpHqw2p,1M pA{RqK0}
for some constant c ą 0. All in all, we see that K is a compact operator such that }K} goes to
zero as the support of χ gets tighter around E. This proves the claim.
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We now proceed with the proof of the Theorem. Thanks to the claim we have :
F “ i
2π
1
R
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz pzqP
KθpHqpz ´A{Rq´1M0pz ´A{Rq´1θpHqPK
` PKθpHq
AA
R
E´ 1
2
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙ˆ
B1 `B2 `B3
R2
` K
R
˙
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙AA
R
E´ 1
2
θpHqPK.
The next thing to do is to commute pz ´A{Rq´1 with M0 :
F “ i
2π
1
R
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz pzqP
KθpHqpz ´A{Rq´2M0θpHqPK
` i
2π
1
R
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz pzqP
KθpHqpz ´A{Rq´1rM0, pz ´A{Rq´1s˝θpHqPK
` PKθpHq
AA
R
E´ 1
2
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙ˆ
B1 `B2 `B3
R2
` K
R
˙
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙AA
R
E´ 1
2
θpHqPK.
We apply (9.3) to the first integral (which converges in norm), while for the second integral we
use the fact that M0 P C1pAq to conclude that there exists a B4 P BpHq whose norm is uniformly
bounded in R such that
F “ R´1PKθpHqϕ1pA{RqM0θpHqPK
` PKθpHq
AA
R
E´ 1
2
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙ˆ
B1 `B2 `B3 `B4
R2
` K
R
˙
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙AA
R
E´ 1
2
θpHqPK.
Now ϕ1pA{Rq “ xA{Ry´1w´2p,´1M pA{Rq. By Proposition 9.3,
rxA{Ry´ 12w´p,´
1
2
M pA{Rq,M0s˝xA{Ry
1
2w
p, 1
2
M pA{Rq “ R´1B5
for some B5 P BpHq whose norm is uniformly bounded in R. Thus
F “ R´1PKθpHq
AA
R
E´ 1
2
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙
M0w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙AA
R
E´ 1
2
θpHqPK
` PKθpHq
AA
R
E´ 1
2
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙˜ř5
i“1Bi
R2
` K
R
¸
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙AA
R
E´ 1
2
θpHqPK
ě γR´1PKθpHq
AA
R
E´ 1
2
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙
PKχpHqη2p∆qχpHqPKw´p,´
1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙AA
R
E´ 1
2
θpHqPK
` PKθpHq
AA
R
E´ 1
2
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙˜ř5
i“1Bi
R2
` K
R
¸
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙AA
R
E´ 1
2
θpHqPK
where γ ą 0 comes from applying the Mourre estimate for ∆ and A. Let
K˜ :“ γPKχpHqpη2p∆q ´ η2pHqqχpHqPK.
Note that K˜ is compact with }K˜} vanishing as the support of χ gets tighter around E. Thus
F ě γR´1PKθpHq
AA
R
E´ 1
2
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙
PKχpHqη2pHqχpHqPKw´p,´
1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙AA
R
E´ 1
2
θpHqPK
` PKθpHq
AA
R
E´ 1
2
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙˜ř5
i“1Bi
R2
` K ` K˜
R
¸
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙AA
R
E´ 1
2
θpHqPK.
Finally, we commute PKχpHqη2pHqχpHqPK “ PKη2pHqPK with w´p,´
1
2
M pA{RqxA{Ry´
1
2 , and
see that
γrPKη2pHqPK, w´p,´
1
2
M pA{RqxA{Ry´
1
2 s˝wp,
1
2
M pA{RqxA{Ry
1
2 “ R´1B6
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for some B6 P BpHq whose norm is uniformly bounded in R. Thus we have
F ě γR´1PKθpHq
AA
R
E´1
w
´2p,´1
M
ˆ
A
R
˙
θpHqPK
` PKθpHq
AA
R
E´ 1
2
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙˜ř6
i“1Bi
R2
` K ` K˜
R
¸
w
´p,´ 1
2
M
ˆ
A
R
˙AA
R
E´ 1
2
θpHqPK.
To conclude, we shrink the support of χ to ensure that }K` K˜} ă γ{3 and choose R ą 1 so that
}ř6i“1Bi}{R ă γ{3. Then K ` K˜ ě ´γ{3 and ř6i“1Bi{R ě ´γ{3, so
(6.3) F “ PKθpHq
”
H, iϕ
ˆ
A
R
˙ı
˝
θpHqPK ě γ
3R
PKθpHq
AA
R
E´1
w
´2p,´1
M
ˆ
A
R
˙
θpHqPK.
Let J be any open interval with J Ť I. Applying EJpHq on both sides of this inequality yields
the projected weighted Mourre estimate (2.3), with c “ γ{p3Rq and C “ xA{Ry´ 12w´p,´
1
2
M pA{Rq,
1{2 ă p ă q{4. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is complete, as explained in Section 2.3. 
7. Appendix A. Nevanlinna functions, operator monotone functions and
Loewner’s theorem
We revisit Loewner’s theorem on matrix operator monotone functions, see e.g. [L], [Do], [Si2]
and [Ha]. This wonderful theorem makes a striking connection between the operator monotone
functions and the Nevanlinna functions.
Let C` (resp. C´) denote the complex numbers with strictly positive (resp. negative) imaginary
part. A Nevanlinna function (also known as Herglotz, Pick or R function) is an analytic function
that maps C` to C`. A function f is Nevanlinna if and only if it admits a representation
(7.1) fpzq “ α` βz `
ż
R
ˆ
1
λ´ z ´
λ
λ2 ` 1
˙
dµpλq, z P C`
where α P R, β ě 0, and µ is a positive Borel measure on R satisfying ş
R
pλ2 ` 1q´1dµpλq ă 8.
We refer to [Do, Theorem 1 of Chapter II] for a proof of this wonderful result. The integral
representation is unique. The measure µ is recovered from f by the Stieltjes inversion formula
µ ppλ1, λ2sq “ lim
δÓ0
lim
εÓ0
1
π
ż λ2`δ
λ1`δ
Im pfpλ` iεqq dλ.
Standard examples of Nevanlinna functions given in the literature include zp for 0 ď p ď 1, ´zp
for ´1 ď p ď 0, and the logarithm logpzq with the branch cut p´8, 0s.
Notation. Let pa, bq be an open interval (finite or infinite). Denote P pa, bq the Nevanlinna func-
tions that continue analytically across pa, bq into C´ and where the continuation is by reflection.
Functions in P pa, bq are real-valued on pa, bq and their measure satisfies µ ppa, bqq “ 0, see
[Do, Lemma 2, Chapter II]. Functions in P pa, bq are strictly increasing on pa, bq, unless they are
constant. Indeed, if f is not a constant function β and µ cannot be simulaneously zero and so
f 1pxq “ β `
ż
R
dµpλq
pλ´ xq2 ą 0, x P pa, bq.
Let MnpCq be the set of nˆn matrices with entries in C, and consider a function f : pa, bq ÞÑ R.
Definition. f is matrix monotone of order n in pa, bq if fpAq ď fpBq holds whenever A,B in
MnpCq are hermitian matrices with spectrum in pa, bq and A ď B.
In 1934 Karl Loewner proved the following remarkable theorem that characterizes the matrix
monotone functions :
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Theorem 7.1. [L] Let f : pa, bq ÞÑ R, where pa, bq is a finite or infinite open interval. Then f is
matrix operator monotone of order n in pa, bq for all n P N if and only if f admits an analytic
continuation that belongs to P pa, bq.
Loewner’s theorem is a truly wonderful result and has been reproved in several different ways,
see e.g. [Do, Theorem I of Chapter VII and Chapter IX for the converse], [Si2] or [Ha] and
references therein for a concise historical exposition. For the purpose of this article, we need a
version of Loewner’s theorem that applies to unbounded self-adjoint operators. In B. Simon’s
book [Si2, Chapter 2] it is explicitly discussed how Loewner’s thoerem extends to unbounded
operators. We propose below yet another proof of the extension to the semi-bounded operators
(which is the case for xAy and xNy).
Definition. f is operator monotone in pa, bq if fpAq ď fpBq holds whenever A,B (possibly
unbounded) are self-adjoint operators in H with spectrum contained in pa, bq and A ď B.
We start with a Lemma :
Lemma 7.2. Let A be a self-adjoint operator with A ą a ą 0. Let f belong to P pa,`8q be such
that lim
εÓ0
fpa` εq ą 0. Then DomrAs Ď DomrfpAqs with equality if and only if β ą 0.
Proof. f belongs to P pa,`8q so f admits an integral representation as in (7.1). Denote the
supremum of the support of µ by Σµ. Note that Σµ ď a. We start by showing that lim
xÑ`8
fpxq
x
“ β,
or equivalently
lim
xÑ`8
ż Σµ
´8
1` λx
xpλ´ xqpλ2 ` 1qdµpλq “ 0.
We wish to exchange the order of the limit and integration. We have
(7.2)
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1` λx
xpλ´ xq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď 1, @pλ, xq P p´8, 0s ˆ r1,`8q Y r0, as ˆ ra`aa2 ` 1,`8q.
We may therefore apply the dominated convergence theorem, and the above limit follows. This
limit implies that fpxq
x
is a bounded function on pa,`8q and hence DomrAs Ă DomrfpAqs. For
the reverse inclusion, note that x
fpxq is a well defined bounded function on pa,`8q iff β ą 0. 
We are now ready to prove the extension of Theorem 7.1 to semi-bounded operators :
Theorem 7.3. Let f : pa, bq ÞÑ R, where 0 ă a ă b ď `8. Then f is operator monotone in
pa, bq if and only if f admits an analytic continuation that belongs to P pa, bq.
Proof. If f is operator monotone in pa, bq, then in particular it is matrix operator monotone of
order n in pa, bq for all n P N, and so f admits an analytic continuation that belongs to P pa, bq
by Loewner’s theorem. This direction is in fact the hard direction in Loewner’s theroem, but
the extension is trivial!
For the converse, we suppose that f admits an analytic continuation that belongs to P pa, bq.
Consider the 2 separate cases b ă `8 and b “ `8. If b ă `8, then f is matrix operator
monotone of order n in pa, bq for all n P N by Loewner’s theorem. But, since the interval pa, bq
is finite, this is equivalent to being operator monotone in pa, bq, see e.g. [BS, Lemma 2.2] or [Si2,
Chapter 2]. Now the case b “ `8. We have Σµ ď a, and
fpxq “ α` βx`
ż Σµ
´8
ˆ
1
λ´ x ´
λ
λ2 ` 1
˙
dµpλq, x P pa,`8q.
Let
(7.3) grpxq :“ α`
ż Σµ
´r
ˆ
1
λ´ x ´
λ
λ2 ` 1
˙
dµpλq, gpxq :“ fpxq ´ βx, x P pa,`8q.
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Note that tgrurPR` is of a sequence of functions of the real variable x that converges pointwise
to gpxq as r Ñ `8 for all x P pa,`8q. Moreover, since for every fixed r, g1rpxq ě 0, all functions
in the sequence are increasing in the variable x. We need a Lemma.
Lemma 7.4. For every fixed ε ą 0, the sub-sequence tgrpxqurą1{ε has the property that grpxq Õ
gpxq for every x ą maxpΣµ ` ε, aq.
Proof. Clearly grpxq Ñ gpxq as r Ñ `8 for all x P pa,`8q. What needs to be shown is that
the sequence grpxq is increasing pointwise. Let ε ą 0 be given and fix x ą maxpΣµ`ε, aq. Recall
a is assumed to be strictly positive. The integrand in (7.3) is equal to
1` λx
pλ´ xqpλ2 ` 1q .
On the one hand, x ą Σµ ` ε implies that pλ ´ xq is negative for all λ P supp µ. On the other
hand, the assumption x ą a ą 0 implies that p1` λxq is negative for all λ ă ´1{x. Thus, for all
x ą maxpΣµ ` ε, aq and for all λ ă ´1{ε, the integrand in (7.3) is positive. Thus, as r increases
above 1{ε, the value of the integral in (7.3) can only increase. This completes the proof of the
Lemma. 
Continuation of the proof of Theorem 7.3. Now fix A,B self-adjoint operators with spectrum
contained in pa,`8q and A ď B. Because the spectrum is a closed set there exists a1 with
a ă a1 ă inf σpAq ď inf σpBq. Note that adding a constant to f does not alter the assumptions
of the Theorem and leads to the same conclusion, so we may assume that gpa1q ą 0.
Now let ψ P H. A ď B implies xψ, pλ´Aq´1ψy ď xψ, pλ´Bq´1ψy for all λ ď Σµ, cf. e.g. [RS1,
Exercise 51, Chapter VIII] or [Si2, Theorem 2.8]. Integrating we getż Σµ
´r
xψ, pλ´Aq´1ψy dµpλq ď
ż Σµ
´r
xψ, pλ´Bq´1ψy dµpλq, for every finite r ą |Σµ|.
Since we integrate over the compact r´r,Σµs and the integrand is norm continuous, we infer
(7.4) xψ, grpAqψy ď xψ, grpBqψy, for every finite r ą |Σµ|.
Each gr is a bounded Borel function. By Lemma 7.4, grpxq Õ gpxq as r Ñ `8 for all x P ra1,8q.
The choice earlier that gpa1q ą 0, together with the fact that each gr is an increasing function of
x on pa,`8q, ensures that 0 ď grpxq ď gpxq holds for all r sufficiently large and all x P ra1,`8q.
By the spectral theorem [RS1, Theorem VIII.5], it follows that grpAqψ converges to gpAqψ as
r Ñ `8 for all ψ P DomrgpAqs, and similarly for B. Taking limits in (7.4) gives
xψ, gpAqψy ď xψ, gpBqψy, ψ P DomrgpAqs XDomrgpBqs.
Thus, invoking Lemma 7.2, if β “ 0 we have
xψ, fpAqψy ď xψ, fpBqψy, ψ P DomrgpAqs XDomrgpBqs,
whereas if β ą 0 we have
xψ, fpAqψy ď xψ, fpBqψy, ψ P DomrAs XDomrBs.
Finally, note that DomrfpAqs “ DomrgpAqs if β “ 0, while DomrfpAqs “ DomrAs if β ą 0, and
similarly for B. 
To close this Section, we have a remark about results in the literature on order relations
for general self-adjoint operators. In [O], Olson introduced the spectral order for self-adjoint
operators : A ĺ B if and only if Ep´8,tspAq ě Ep´8,tspBq for all t P R. Here Ep´8,tspAq and
Ep´8,tspBq are the spectral resolutions of the identity for A and B. He showed that An ď Bn for
every n P N is equivalent to A ĺ B, see also [U, Proposition 5]. Furthermore, it is shown in [FK]
that this order relation is equivalent to fpAq ď fpBq for any continuous monotone nondecreasing
function f defined on an interval which contains σpAq Y σpBq. For the purpose of this article,
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we do not know if An ď Nn holds @n P N – A and N as in Section 4 – but if it does it would
considerably simplify this article. To check An ďNn by brute force is unbearable even for small
values of n.
8. Appendix B. Polylogarithms of positive order are Nevanlinna functions
That logarithm is a Nevanlinna function follows from the identity logpzq “ logprq ` iθ, where
z “ reiθ, r ą 0, and θ P p´π, πq. The integral representation of the logarithm is
logpzq “
ż 0
´8
ˆ
1
λ´ z ´
λ
λ2 ` 1
˙
dλ.
The composition of Nevanlinna functions produces another Nevanlinna function. So for example
logppzq is Nevanlinna for 0 ď p ď 1. What about higher powers of the logarithm ? Certainly the
square and cube of the logarithm are not Nevannlina functions. Indeed writing
log2pzq “ log2prq ´ θ2 ` i2θ logprq, and log3pzq “ log3prq ´ 3θ2 logprq ` iθp3 log2prq ´ θ2q
reveals that these functions do not map C` to C`. In spite of this there are functions that are
Nevanlinna and are "almost" equal to the logarithms. To motivate the idea, we note that the
Stieltjes inversion formula gives
lim
δÓ0
lim
εÓ0
1
π
ż λ2`δ
λ1`δ
Im
`
log2pλ` iεq˘ dλ “
#
0 λ1 ě 0,şλ2
λ1
2 logp|λ|qdλ λ2 ď 0
when applied to log2pzq and
lim
δÓ0
lim
εÓ0
1
π
ż λ2`δ
λ1`δ
Im
`
log3pλ` iεq˘ dλ “
#
0 λ1 ě 0,şλ2
λ1
`
3 log2p|λ|q ´ π2˘ dλ λ2 ď 0
when applied to log3pzq. This suggests to calculate the Nevanlinna functions corresponding to
the measures dµpλq “ 1tλă´1u logp´λqdλ and dµpλq “ 1tλă´1u log2p´λqdλ.
We introduce polylogarithms. We refer to [Le] and [PBM] for formulas and a detailed exposi-
tion. The polylogarithm of order σ P C is defined by the power series
Liσpzq :“
8ÿ
k“1
zk
kσ
.
The definition is valid for complex |z| ă 1 and is extended to the complex plane by analytic
continuation. For the purpose of this article, we are interested in the polylogarithms with σ ą 2,
or σ “ 3 if we want to simplify by taking the smallest integer above 2. The standard branch cut
is r1,`8q for Li1pzq and p1,`8q for Li2pzq and Li3pzq. The polylogarithm of order 1 can be
written in terms of a logarithm as Li1pzq “ ´ logp1´ zq. The polylogarithm of order 2 is called
the dilogarithm or Spence function while the polylogarithm of order 3 is called the trilogarithm.
On p. 494 of [PBM] the following integral representation is given without proof :
(8.1) Liσ`1pzq “ z
Γpσ ` 1q
ż 8
1
logσpλq
λpλ´ zqdλ,
for |argp1 ´ zq| ă π,Repσq ą ´1, or for z “ 1,Repσq ą 0. Here Γ is the Gamma function.
Obviously (8.1) is equivalent to
(8.2) Liσ`1pzq “ ´ 1
Γpσ ` 1q
ż 8
1
logσpλq
λpλ2 ` 1qdλ`
1
Γpσ ` 1q
ż 8
1
ˆ
1
λ´ z ´
λ
λ2 ` 1
˙
logσpλqdλ.
This means that Liσ`1pzq is a Nevanlinna function for Repσq ą ´1. Although not difficult to
prove, it is not clear where a proof of (8.1) can be found in the literature. Thus we prove it :
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Proposition 8.1. (8.1) is true.
Proof. Let λ ě 1. Writing 1{pλpλ ´ zqq as a power series in z we have 1{pλpλ ´ zqq “ř8
k“0 λ
´k´2zk for |z| ă 1. Then the rhs of (8.1) is equal to
z
Γpσ ` 1q
ż 8
1
8ÿ
k“0
logσpλq
λk`2
zkdλ “
8ÿ
k“1
zk
Γpσ ` 1q
ż 8
1
logσpλq
λk`1
dλ “
8ÿ
k“1
zk
kσ`1
, Repσq ą ´1.
To evaluate the last integral the change of variable k logpλq “ t was performed, followed by the
definition of the Gamma function. Thus the rhs of (8.1) is equal to Liσ`1pzq for |z| ă 1 and
Repσq ą ´1. The result follows by the uniqueness of the analytic continuation. 
While we’re at it we note that Li0pzq “ z{p1´ zq is also a Nevanlinna function.
Definition. For σ P C,
(8.3) Φσpzq :“ ´Liσp´zq, z P Czp´8,´1s.
Clearly (8.2) implies that the Φσ are Nevanlinna for Repσq ą ´1 with integral representations
given by :
Φσ`1pzq “ 1
Γpσ ` 1q
ż 8
1
logσpλq
λpλ2 ` 1qdλ`
1
Γpσ ` 1q
ż ´1
´8
ˆ
1
λ´ z ´
λ
λ2 ` 1
˙
logσp´λqdλ,
for |argp1` zq| ă π. Finally, the other reason we resort to polylogarithms is because they decay
at the same rate as the logarithms, at least for positive integer order (this follows directly from
the inversion/reflection formula [Le, (6) of Appendix A.2.7] together with Linp0q “ 0), namely :
(8.4) lim
xÑ`8
Φnpxq
lognpxq “
1
n!
, n P N.
9. Appendix C. Almost analytic extensions and Helffer-Sjöstrand calculus
We refer to [D], [DG], [GJ1], [GJ2], [MS] for more details. Let ρ P R and denote by SρpRq the
class of functions ϕ in C8pRq such that
(9.1) |ϕpkqpxq| ď Ckxxyρ´k, for all k P N.
Lemma 9.1. [D] and [DG] Let ϕ P SρpRq, ρ P R. Then for every N P Z` there exists a smooth
function ϕ˜N : C Ñ C, called an almost analytic extension of ϕ, satisfying:
ϕ˜N px` i0q “ ϕpxq, @x P R;
supp pϕ˜N q Ă tx` iy : |y| ď xxyu;
ϕ˜N px` iyq “ 0, @y P R whenever ϕpxq “ 0;
(9.2) @ℓ P NX r0, N s,
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇBϕ˜NBz px` iyq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď cℓxxyρ´1´ℓ|y|ℓ for some constants cℓ ą 0.
Lemma 9.2. Let ρ ă 0 and ϕ P SρpRq. Then for all k P N and N P N:
(9.3) ϕpkqpAq “ ipk!q
2π
ż
C
Bϕ˜N
Bz pzqpz ´Aq
´1´kdz ^ dz
where the integral exists in the norm topology. For ρ ě 0, the following limit exists:
(9.4) ϕpkqpAqf “ lim
RÑ8
ipk!q
2π
ż
C
Bp ˜ϕθRqN
Bz pzqpz ´Aq
´1´kfdz ^ dz, for all f P DomrxAyρs.
In particular, if ϕ P SρpRq with 0 ď ρ ă k and ϕpkq is a bounded function, then ϕpkqpAq is a
bounded operator and (9.3) holds (with the integral converging in norm).
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Proposition 9.3. [GJ1] Let T be a bounded self-adjoint operator satisfying T P C1pAq. Then :
(9.5) rT, pz ´Aq´1s˝ “ pz ´Aq´1rT,As˝pz ´Aq´1,
and for any ϕ P SρpRq with ρ ă 1, T P C1pϕpAqq and
(9.6) rT, ϕpAqs˝ “ i
2π
ż
C
Bϕ˜N
Bz pz ´Aq
´1rT,As˝pz ´Aq´1dz ^ dz.
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